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AAG is a symposium presenting theoretical works and practices linked to new geometrical developments applicable to architecture.

This symposium aims to gather the diverse components of contemporary architectural trends which push the building envelope towards free form and respond to the multiple current design challenges with a renewed mathematical rigor.

It involves architects, engineers, software designers and contractors.

AAG has become a reference in the professional field and is supported by the direct participation of the most renowned architectural design and engineering offices along with academic laboratories.

Organizers:
The edition is organized by RFR, within the European research program IAPP, involving TU WIEN, EVOLUTE and RFR.

This edition is organized in conjunction with the Ecole nationale supérieure d’architecture Paris-Malaquais and with the support of the Centre Pompidou which will host the symposium in its main lecture hall.

Co-Chairs:
Lars Hesselgren, PLP
Shrikant Sharma, Buro Happold
Johannes Wallner, Institute of Geometry TU Graz

Workshops Chair:
Gregory Epps, Robofold

Scientific Committee:
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